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Hello Neighbors:
This Echo says “so long” to the seemingly “overwhelmingly long” 2020! We offer a hearty
welcome to all the highly anticipated benefits of a bright New Year. Of course, we know that
the global pandemic that circumscribes our activities is still raging, but we are buoyed by the
fact that preventative vaccinations have begun. In fact, our Kings Mountain firefighters were
among the first in California to receive the shots. So, this first issue of the year speaks to the
resilience of our community that underlies our hopes for 2021.
First and foremost, please use the enclosed forms or online links shown to renew your
household memberships in the KMA and the KMVFB by February 1st. These organizations
provide the social and safety foundation for life on the mountain. The story and pictures from
KMA’s “traditional” Holiday celebration, which closes each year, is on pages 8 and 9. The
new socially distanced party format still seemed warm and wonderful, especially as mountain
kids got to tell Santa what they hoped he could bring. As usual, the KMFD was on the job in a
myriad of ways at year end. We report their recent call outs and activities on pages 2 and 3.
CalFire did not actually declare the big CZU Lightning Complex fire completely controlled until
December 23rd. Our firefighters were not only part of that immense fire suppression effort
but, more importantly, joined the guys they train and work with most frequently to prevent
losses in La Honda.
The Echo feature about the long overdue cleanup of accumulated debris illegally dumped
on Skyline Boulevard should make you proud. Two mountain kids, Niamh Dawes and Aiden
Zahedi, who took on a huge and recalcitrant government agency and won, would normally be
the stuff of fantasy. Readers will find a backstory interview with these admirable and determined environmental champions on pages 12 and 13. Ironically, a crowd of sky watchers
packed the Skyline Boulevard pull outs the evening following the trash removal to see a
planetary conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn. What made this passing of the two planets so
rare is that it has been nearly 400 years since the planets passed this close to each other…
and nearly 800 years since the alignment occurred at night so everyone could see it with the
naked eye. Our visitors to Skyline had NO idea that only a day earlier, they would have been
standing among piles of disgusting trash.
Finally, don’t miss Marty’s amazingly cogent musings on Decembers that closed historic
years. You may even find hope in his recounting of how America has come together in tough
times.
Stay well and stay engaged,
Eileen Fredrikson, Editor
Bill Goebner, Echo Photographer
Marty Eisenberg, Echo Columnist

Kings Mountain Fire Department in Action
December 2020
December 5. The KMFD (with E56) responded to
a single vehicle injury accident on Saturday night
on Woodside Road near Skyline with CalFire, the
SMC Sheriff and Woodside Fire.

December 23. KMFD
firefighters, who provide
front line medical first responder services, received initial COVID-19 vaccinations
from San Mateo County Health. "The operation was well
organized, efficient, and staffed by the county's finest EMS
personnel."
December 27. At 1:22 am the KMFD (Engines 56 and 356) responded with other fire
departments, the SMC Sheriff, and CHP to a first floor structure fire with a victim
trapped on the second floor, at County Road and Skyline. The fire was quickly extinguished, with one victim rescued from the second floor down a ladder. One patient
was transported by ambulance to the hospital. There were no Firefighter injuries.
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Kings Mountain Fire Department in Action
January 2021
January 1. Happy New Year. The KMFD
(+ two special guests, the next generation of
KM Firefighters !) got a head start on preparing for their annual wildland firefighting
Work Capacity Test (USFS Pack Test)
performed in June. This test requires that
the participants hike (no running) a distance
of 3 miles on flat ground, in 45 minutes or
less, carrying at least 45 pounds. Some of
our firefighters completed the test today with
more than the required 45 pounds of gear,
with a bonus 300 ft of climbing (there is no
flat ground in Kings Mountain). So 2021 is
off to a good start. Hopefully, the wildland
fire season will not start early again this year.

January 2 The KMFD (with E56) was
dispatched to a single vehicle collision into
a tree at HW 35 at Bear Gulch Road.
Responded with CalFire and the CHP.
There were minor injuries. The roads are
very slick during wet weather and tree
debris on the road, with many vehicles,
bicyclists, and hikers on or near the roadways. Be Safe.
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MINUTES OF THE KMVFB MEETING on December 8, 2020
ATTENDANCE: Attending via Zoom: Jon Fredrikson, Ted Thayer, Kim Ohlund, Frank Adams, Joe
Rockmore, Tim Naylor, Tim German, Steve Johnson, Jason Oldendorp, Hank Stern, Jim Sullivan, Ann
Gabrys, and Matt King.
Board President Frank Adams called the KMVFB meeting to order at 7:30 pm.

SECRETARY’S REPORT: Secretary Ted Thayer reported that the minutes for the November 10, 2020
Board meeting were posted to Slack and electronically approved.
TREASURER’S REPORT: Treasurer Jon Fredrikson submitted the financial report for eleven months
through November 2020 electronically earlier in the month.

BUILDING MANAGER’S REPORT: Building Manager Kathy Shubin reported via email that the
Community Center was closed because of California stay-at-home orders, and no uses of the building
occurred during November.

FIRE CHIEF’S REPORT: Fire Chief Jim Sullivan provided the November 2020 report.
Medical aid

8

Vehicle accident

4

Public assist

8

Firefighter standby

0

Vehicle fire

0

Smoke check

1

Structure fire

1

Vegetation fire

1

Hazardous materials

1

Rescue

0

Cover assignment

0

Alarm sounding

2

Water tender group response

1

Trash fire

0

TOTAL # RESPONSES FOR THE MONTH

27

AVERAGE # OF
RESPONDERS

Number of incidents with no Volunteer response:

0

4.8

OLD BUSINESS:
Kings Mountain CERT Update: Kim Ohlund briefed the Board on the latest developments of KM CERT.
The bi-monthly meeting was held via Zoom on December 1st. Six CERT members with prior medical or
fire department experience spoke movingly about they dealt with major emergencies. Attendance was
good and a couple of members from the Bear Gulch East Group joined. The next meeting will be held on
February 2, 2021.
When to Open Community Center: The board reaffirmed that the use of the Community Center and
grounds are subject to State of California and San Mateo County Health Orders and protocols, and to
open the Community Center at this time would pose a risk to the community and the Brigade. For this
reason, it was determined that the Community Center should remain closed based on the current status
of the State and San Mateo County Health Orders.
Marketing a Bequest Program for KMVFB: Steve Johnson spoke about the status of endowment fund.
An advertisement will run in the next Echo in support of the bequest program.
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Donations: Jon Fredrikson spoke about the current status of donations to the KMVFB. The outpouring of
financial support from the Kings Mountain community this fall was fantastic. The amount of donations
contributed will more than pay for Fire Department and Community Center operations in 2021. We also
received over $20,000 in donations to the KMVFB Endowment Fund.
Woodside Mounted Patrol Donation Program: Hank Stern coordinated this effort and to date we
received sizeable donations from Woodside residents.
Garbage Dumpster Lock: Tim German has replaced the Community Center dumpster lock.
IAC Meeting: Steve Johnson reviewed the result of the IAC meeting and indicated that Brigade
operations and endowment investments are doing relatively well and asset allocation is following
guidelines.
NEW BUSINESS:
2021 Brigade Budget: The 2021 Brigade budget was sent to the Board the week of November 29. The
Board reviewed and approved the budget as presented. The Board is grateful to the Kings Mountain Art
Fair for spearheading the fundraising drive this fall and for making it such a big success.
Woodside-Portola Valley Fire Protection Foundation: Jon Fredrikson and Frank Adams had a
meeting with the Woodside-Portola Valley Fire Protection Foundation regarding a potential donation to
the Brigade. There has been no additional contact from the Foundation to date.
Discussion on Redwood Trees In Front of Apparatus Bays: The Board discussed the need to
remove the redwood trees in front of the station bays because they have become a major interference
with KMFD operations. While the presence of the trees has made moving engines into and out of the
bays difficult for decades, the situation has worsened due to the size of the new engine and tanker and
because tree roots have pushed up the pavement, reducing clearance. The roots from these trees
continue to crack and uplift the pavement in front of the bays, causing rain runoff to enter the building.
This can only get worse in future years as the trees grow. The Board decided to speak with the Art Fair
Board to get feedback regarding how tree removal might affect the Art Fair operations before making a
final decision.
OTHER ITEMS FROM BOARD MEMBERS OR AUDIENCE: None
MEETING ADJOURNED at 7:58 pm. NEXT MEETING: January 12, 2021 at 7:30 pm
Respectfully submitted,
Ted Thayer, Secretary

For more information, please contact chief@kmfd.org
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Kings Mountain Residents:
Please Renew Your 2021 Household
Membership in the KM Volunteer Fire Brigade
(Your dues and donations are tax-deductible)

Kings Mountain Firefighters at Work, Serving You

The Kings Mountain Fire Department responds to medical aids, structure fires, wildland
fires, vehicle fires, rope rescues and hazardous materials spills in our community. The
Fire Brigade depends on your annual membership dues and donations and support
from the Art Fair. Please consider a lifetime membership for a donation of $1,000.
Kings Mountain Volunteer Fire Brigade
2021 Resident Membership Renewal Form
___Annual membership dues are $35. Additional donation: $_________
___Lifetime membership in the KMVFB: $1,000.
Please send check to: Kings Mountain Volunteer Fire Brigade, Inc.
13889 Skyline Blvd., Woodside, CA 94062
Or use PayPal to pay at www.kingsmountainonline.com/kmvfb

Name ____________________________________________________
Address _________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Phone ___________________ email __________________________________
The KMVFB is a non-profit 501(3)c organization.
All dues and donations are tax deductible. Tax I.D. # 94-1650185
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Kings Mountain Association Board Meeting
December 9, 2020
The December KMA Board Meeting was held online via Zoom.
Board Members Present: Linda Elliott, David Kaufman, Betsy Rix, Eric Soult, Jenn Soult, Amber
Steele, Marlene Stern, Holly Winnen Guests: Larry Mann, and Hank Stern.
The Board has regretfully accepted the resignation of Cindy Phelps and thanks her for her
invaluable and ongoing contributions to the community and the KMA.
Call to Order: The meeting was called to order over ZOOM at 7:02 pm.
Approval of Minutes: The November meeting minutes were approved online and published in
the December Echo.
Treasurer’s Report: Eric reported that KMA is working on creating a system for online
membership payments that should be ready in January 2021. Online payments can be made
here: https://www.kmamembership.com
Speaker Events: The presentation by Jamis MacNiven about the history of Bucks of Woodside
was hugely attended and enthusiastically received. Felidae is scheduled to return to the
community on January 6. KMA Board members are actively looking into future speaker events
and are reaching out to local government officials, agency representatives and other speakers of
interest. All recommendations and connections are welcome from the community at large.
Holiday Party: Final preparations and logistics decisions for the December 13th holiday
celebration were addressed. Due to county mandates on COVID activity restrictions, every
element of the party will be virtual, hosted by David and Amber. Decorations, communication with
Santa, Puente and other guests, scheduling, publicity and other details were finalized.
Small Business Link: The Board discussed creating a Google doc to publicize local small
businesses for holiday shopping. Please see:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1qQ9ctwJc6CHc-qMT_j02L_InDtOjQ1uMUlB2QyoNbK0
We invite our Kings Mountain neighbors to share links to your businesses via this form:
https://forms.gle/ZEzR6zyGnWJ5zL6y9
The meeting was adjourned at 8:05 pm.
The KMA www.kingsmountainonline.com/community/kma exists to enhance and benefit our
community. Guests are welcome to the board meetings, which are generally on the second
Wednesday of each month at 7:00 pm. Please email the board for invitations to virtual meetings.
We encourage residents to bring topic ideas and speakers to our attention.
We’d love to hear from you; email us at kma@kingsmountainonline.com
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Kings Mountain Celebrates Holidays with Virtual Fest
The Kings Mountain Community annual Holiday
Celebration looked and felt different this year, but it’s
aim was the same…namely, to be a gathering of
neighbors coming together to celebrate, spread good
cheer and lift spirits. Our pandemic-circumscribed
world required expressing our Mountain holiday togetherness via Zoom this year, but the spirit was undaunted. The Echo offers kudos to our KMA leadership, who managed to put together a community
celebration that included extraordinary live music, a
visit from Santa, thoughtful reflections about the
many cultures that celebrate light and joy at this time
of year, including a menorah lighting, and a presentation from Puente, the local non-profit doing important
work serving the Coastside farm labor community. The
chance to support a worthy charitable organization was a
new feature of the holiday party this year. It further enhanced the atmosphere of joyful gratitude that neighbors
felt across the mountain on Sunday evening, December
13th. We asked KMA Board Secretary, Betsy Rix to provide the Echo with the party acknowledgements below:
The effort and teamwork deserves recognition, so here
we go! Our co-hosts David Kaufman and Amber Steele
did what seemed impossible, and made it flawless as
they coordinated a live stream from many locations, including the North Pole! HUGE appreciation and admiration from all! And like Santa, they had a team of helpers in
organizing, including the entire KMA Board, Kate Berkowitz-Kaufman and Steev Dinkins. As always, Pat and Larry Mann were a huge part of this endeavor.
Thanks also to our musicians David Kaufman, Jon
Witttenberg, Abe Engel and Dave LaVay. And to
Saleh Mindulzun-Kaufman who, assisted by Marlene
Stern, lit candles and related the story of Chanukah
with unforgettable passion and detail. Everyone appreciated the visit from Rita Mancera of Puente who described the organization’s mission and holiday request
to help provide relief to South Coast families. All donations are hugely helpful! www.mypuente.org
Of course, the thrill of having Santa spend some
time with us, talking to local children, warmed everyone’s hearts and there was lots of laughter. So
to Santa and your adorable sidekick elf, thank
you! And of course, the final thanks go to all of
you who showed up, and have continued to
show up and support KMA’s virtual events.
Happy Holidays to All!
From your KMA Board: Jenn Soult, Eric
Soult, Marlene Stern, David Kaufman, Amber
Steele, Linda Elliott, Holly Winnen and Betsy
Rix.
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Screen Shots from the KMA Virtual Holiday Fest

Rita Mancera, Puente
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Whew, last year was not for the faint of heart! It is happily time to put 2020 in the rear view mirror. As we look down the road into a year with vaccinations (yay!) and the ability (soon, we
hope) to get together once again, we can consider some of the year’s best films. Rather than a
comprehensive “best-of” list, here are some gems that might have otherwise been overlooked.
American Utopia. Director Spike Lee brilliantly captures the jubilant sprit of David Byrne’s
acclaimed Broadway show in this filmed live performance. Byrne has a back-up band that
dances as well as it plays, which gives the film a sense of musical momentum that never wanes.
In addition to recent songs, Byrne covers some of the hits from his Talking Head days, along
with an especially powerful rendition of a BLM-themed song by Janelle Monáe. (HBO Max).
City Hall. Granted, a four-hour plus documentary about Boston city government sounds like an
impossibly hard sell. Nonetheless, in the capable hands of Frederick Wiseman this film is as
engrossing as it is illuminating. The 91-year-old Wiseman uses his fly-on-the-wall technique to
depict a variety of city functions, including the mayor, building inspectors, trash collectors, and
call center operators, among others, to give a sense of grass roots civic engagement. The doc
requires patience, but there is a payoff, namely, a restored belief in the value of public service.
(PBS On Demand).
Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom. Viola Davis delivers a radiantly compelling performance as the
1920’s era blues singer Ma Rainey in this adaptation of August Wilson’s play. In his last film
role, Chadwick Boseman also turns in a searing performance as one of her musicians. The
interactions between Ma, the band and her white manager and producer are a stark reminder of
the oppression historically faced by Black performers. In the end, it is the star turns of Davis and
Boseman that transform the film into something extraordinary. (Netflix).
Never Rarely Sometimes Always. When Autumn, a pregnant teenager in Pennsylvania, is
unable to procure an abortion she surreptitiously heads to New York City with her cousin, Skylar. Director Eliza Hittman’s intimate, immersive film unflinchingly lays out the difficult choices
faced by her protagonists, eschewing didactic politics to present a finely wrought character
study. (HBO Max, Vudu).
Wolfwalkers. In the realm of family friendly animated fare, we have this offering from the Irish
animator Tomm Moore (The Secret of Kells). The fantasy tale centers on a young girl who initially wants to be a hunter like her father, only to befriend a child of the forest who becomes a
wolf when she sleeps. The Celtic-themed film is a visual treat with its intricate, hand drawn designs. (Apple TV).
Mank. Filmed in luminous black-and-white, this portrait of Herman Mankiewicz, who (along with
Orson Welles) won an Oscar for the screenplay of Citizen Kane, is a fascinating depiction of the
creative process as well as being a time capsule of 1930’s Hollywood. (Netflix).
Eurovision Song Contest: The Story of Fire Saga. OK, admittedly a guilty pleasure. Nevertheless, Will Ferrell is his usual goofily loveable self as an Icelandic musician short on talent but
with an enduring dream to make it to the Eurovision Song Contest. Rachel McAdams is equally
appealing as his perpetually encouraging girlfriend and band mate. The pair wrings humor and
even a dollop of pathos out of the setup amid some surprisingly decent pop songs. Enjoy!
(Netflix).
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It’s time to renew your 2021 KMA Membership!
You can now renew and pay online at
www.kmamembership.com
2021 KMA Membership Form

KM Groups.io
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Skyline Cleanup Backstory: An Interview with Niamh Dawes & Aiden Zahedi
“Youth Shall Lead the Way,” is an oft repeated refrain when folks pontificate about how needed change
will eventually come about. Well, on Kings Mountain that phrase became a reality on December 19th when
neighborhood kids Niamh Dawes, age 14, and Aiden Zahedi, age 10, initiated and coordinated a massive
cleanup of accumulated trash dumped along Highway 35, the “scenic corridor” access route to our homes.
We adults had long recognized the fact that Skyline Blvd. had become a “not so scenic” corridor. In fact,
many had filed complaints on the procedural forms kindly provided by Caltrans to request debris removal.
Folks had been sent numbered receipts acknowledging that Caltrans was in possession of their complaints.
However, time and again, NOTHING happened. It took two Kings Mountain kids to actually get things done.
Since then, Aiden and Niamh have been interviewed by radio, TV and newspaper reporters who have been
intrigued by their stunning accomplishment. Neighbors can hear the NPR radio interview and read some stories that appeared in print media at our community Groups.io. Clay Lambert, editor of the Half Moon Bay
Review wrote an especially comprehensive story after personally viewing the cleanup site activity and interviewing Aiden & Niamh in action on the 19th.
See: https://groups.io/g/KingsMountainCommunity/files/KQED%20Skyline%20Cleanup%20Press
The Echo was privileged to interview Aiden
and Niamh two days after their efforts resulted in
about 48 yards of trash being removed from Skyline turnouts and from the shoulders along the
highway. Asked how they were feeling about restoring “scenic” to the Skyline description, Aiden
said, “I feel good; satisfied and happy that we
sent out a clear message to people who illegally
dump. Niamh said she was “surprised how supportive KM adults were and how much of a difference we made.” Asked how they initiated the
cleanup project, the kids both said that the dumping of a human body up here on December 1st
was the “last straw.” Skyline had become a crime scene, not just a place to dump all manner of garbage.
They decided to take action and seek some remedial attention from Caltrans. First, they went straight to our
region’s very capable County Supervisor. Aiden sent texts requesting a meeting with Supervisor Don
Horsley. Horsley did not know at the time that the message had come
from a 10 year old constituent. He admitted to being surprised after
agreeing to a zoom meeting with Aiden and Niamh. However, Horsley
who was instrumental in securing loan funding for the KMFD’s purchase of our new fire truck, was responsive, as always. The kids
reported that he was very easy to talk to and told them he thought they
could make a difference. He provided contact names and numbers for
Caltrans, the Ox Mountain operators, and other relevant agencies. He
also made direct contacts with managers able to prompt needed action.
Niamh and Aiden told him that they had organized KM community volunteers to pick up and haul trash from Skyline on Saturday, December
19th. No one knows how Caltrans coincidently arrived early in the
morning of December 18th to pick up and haul away nearly 30 yards of
illegally dumped debris. However, a community member received an
advisory from Alejandro Lopez, Public Information Officer, Caltrans Bay
Area, saying that crews were sent out to get this done just prior to the Dec. 18th stay at home order that
closed their offices.
Needless to say, the Kings Mountain community is very grateful, because the size of the debris taken
out by the Caltrans massive trucks would have been very difficult for our community to pull off. Thanks also
to Sergeant Demian Warner of the California Highway Patrol, Redwood City area who sent a patrol presence to insure the safety of community volunteers as they worked on a highway property. On December
19th, 30+ masked KM residents wearing bright yellow safety vests, picked up and hauled away nearly 18
yards of additional debris from the Skyline shoulder not within the Caltrans jurisdiction. A series of Zoom
committee meetings organized by Aiden & Niamh earlier had put the structure in place for a safe workday
where our community could finish off the job. Special kudos are due to Republic Services who donated free
usage of Ox Mountain Sanitary Landfill to Kings Mountain for the day. In addition, Travis and Monica from
Republic provided garbage bags, masks, surgical gloves and vests (continued on bottom of next page)
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Community Turns Out to Clean Up Trash Dumped on Skyline

(continued from previous page) that were invaluable to accomplishing this monumental task. Finally, congratulations and thanks to all in the Kings Mountain community who put in physical labor and/or made available their pickup trucks and hauling trailers for this task. As usual, “it takes a mountain.”
After taking a little holiday time off, Aiden & Niamh have launched right back into setting up an action
plan to monitor and maintain the current level of cleanliness on Skyline. They closed our interview by saying
that litter is going to happen again unless we take further action such as signs, cameras, and defensive furnishings plus active patrolling and Caltrans follow-up. The result, they say, will make Skyline a destination
place for people to enjoy the atmosphere as well as the spectacular views. Thank you, Aiden & Niamh. You
have already accomplished extraordinary things for our community. We are anxious to be a part of your next
environmental adventure.
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January 2021 School News
KMES remains in a distance learning environment. Our kids started Winter Break December
21st while still completing classroom assignments via distance learning protocols with their teachers. Everyone would like to be back on the mountain and in their classrooms, of course, but safety
remains the priority. The Cabrillo School Board’s demonstrable safety prerequisite requires that
San Mateo County be in the State’s COVID-19 Orange tier for two weeks prior to resumption of in
person learning at District schools. Unfortunately, San Mateo is far from the Orange tier, thus, the
CUSD previously targeted January 19th goal start date will not be met. The state has put forward
a new plan that could possibly get TK-2nd graders back on campuses by mid February. CUSD officials are still waiting for details on what that would look like. Following Governor Newsom’s brief
press conference, it remains unclear what implications the plan has in terms of being a requirement vs. an incentive program.
Meanwhile, distance learning outcomes have reportedly been good, although they vary by student, as is always the case. KMES teachers have continued providing interesting and engaging
lessons and projects to keep students participating and focused. The 4/5 class finished off 2020
with a hands-on project directed by the CUSD science specialist. Students constructed small terrarium habitats using provided plants, a supply list and terrarium plans. They then they assembled
the terrariums together as a class over zoom.
KMES parents also worked a little holiday magic during the break. KMAP left holiday goody
bags for drive by pick up at several locations. Students enjoyed a holiday craft gift as well as
some hot chocolate.
Cabrillo Education Foundation Facebook Page Highlights KMES
Innovation Grant: KMES purchased styluses for every student with the
innovation grant money awarded to our school. Working with styluses
allows students to develop, maintain and/or enhance their dexterity when
navigating the multiple online applications on their Chromebooks. Pictured
here is kindergartener Kalea completing the task of matching a letter to
the correct picture using a stylus.
Peace Flag Project: Several students completed canvases as part of an International project
whose aim is to promote peace through art. Students were asked to decorate a canvas that demonstrates how he feels peace can improve the world. The KMES canvases submitted will be
stitched with others into a large Peace Flag commemorating the Treaty on the Prohibition of
Nuclear Weapons, which goes into effect on January 22, 2021. Echo readers can see the first flag
installment hanging now outside of HMB City Hall. Flags will later be sent for display at the United
Nations Headquarters in NY.
Zoom Tours: Winter break ends January 5th and KMES Administrative Assistant, Leslie
Schmutz will again be available to answer questions from prospective parents. An upcoming tour
of the school is scheduled on 1/15 at 3:00 pm. Interested families should contact Lesli at
schmutzl@cabrillo.k12.ca.us. Registration for the 2021-22 school year begins January 19, 2021.
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Marty’s

Mountain

Musings

January 2021
by Marty Eisenberg

Decembers to Remember: We look back upon the month just past with cravings and anticipations for the
New Year to bring a rebirth of normalcy. December 2020 will have the historical distinction as the year COVID
exploded.
The year 2020 does not stand in solitude as a year in which its final month became owner of historical occurrences. It was in December 1773 that Bostonians dumped tea into the sea, kindling what became America’s rebellion against British rule. That struggle for freedom found General George Washington making camp
at Valley Forge in December 1777 where some 2,000 of his 11,000 strong army succumbed to the elements of
a bitter winter. And it was on December 14, 1799 that General Washington, then retired as our first president,
slipped from life into indelible remembrance. On December 8, 1890, what began as a scuffle between several
soldiers of the U.S. 7th Cavalry attempting to take a rifle from a deaf native American became a brawl, leading
to the massacre of some 300 Sioux men, women and children. The tragedy came to be known as Wounded
Knee, named after a nearby creek. It was in December 1903 that the inventiveness of Orville and Wilbur
Wright enabled them to fly into history. On December 8, 1980 came the heart-stopping report that John Lennon was shot dead in the presence of his wife Ono in front of their home on 72nd Street in New York City. A
list can surely go on …
The events and character of America during an indelible December are captured in a book by prizewinning historian Craig Shirley entitled, December 1941 – 31 Days that Changed America. It is a day-by-day
account of a month that changed this world. December ‘41 begins with German troops breaking through Soviet
lines and advancing on Moscow (an advance soon suspended by the unconquerable “General Winter”). The
British were reorganizing in North Africa to mount a counteroffensive against Irwin Rommel’s “Afrika Korps”.
America was supplying the United Kingdom, Free France and the Republic of China with war materiel through
“Lend-Lease”. General Douglas MacArthur was Field Marshall of the Philippine Army, repelling persistent
armed aggression by the Japanese. That said, Shirley’s book is not so much about the U.S. military’s preparations (or lack thereof) for an attack as it is about America’s situation, its mood and the rapidity with which
American life changed during that December 1941. Shirley describes how public spending and national will became tangible. North American Aviation announced two new bombers would begin rolling off assembly lines in
January – with parts fabricated entirely by automobile-making machinery of Ford, Chrysler and Goodyear. Eisenhower began his rise from an obscure, chain-smoking aid in the office of Army Chief of Staff George C.
Marshall to supreme Allied commander and on to President. Ellis Island, long a gateway of immigrants seeking
liberty and promise, ironically became a detention way-station for Japanese, German and Italian nationals.
The mood of America swung from Christmas lights to somber realities as Japan pressed China with invasion,
took control of Hong Kong, Singapore and Wake Island and battle lines tightening around General MacArthur
on the Philippine Island of Corregidor. Congress declared war against Japan expeditiously. Congress was
tardy to declare war against the remaining Axis powers and did so only after Germany declared war against
the United States. Dark as times rapidly became, Christmas nevertheless struck a celebratory quality. Towns
and villages took young men in uniform to their bosom. Fayetteville, North Carolina closed its “main drag” to
traffic and organized a street party and barbeque. Sixty-two thousand soldiers descended upon the town. The
same story was repeated throughout the country in churches and parks and YMCAs. America gave unbridled
thanks to those taking up uniformed service. At train and bus depots, the Red Cross and Salvation Army
handed out meals and beverages. A dozen “lifers” at San Quentin volunteered to become a “suicide squad”,
proposing to serve as human torpedoes to help crush America’s enemies. They urged it is better to sacrifice
one tattered life than to lose thousands. (Shirley notes that sacrifice for a higher calling, even among crooks,
must have run deep in America’s creed.) Even the chairmen of the RNC and DNC issued statements pledging
to set aside differences for the duration of the emergency! Meanwhile, the cost of war spiraled upward. It was
calculated that in December 1941 it cost the country an astounding $729.00 a second. By 1942, it was an appalling $1,400.00 per second! Winston Churchill visited Washington DC for Christmas 1941. Following days of
meetings and wartime planning, he addressed the nation and was received enthusiastically.
Shirley has written an inspiring book about an America that became rapidly united to accomplish what
sometimes seemed to be the impossible. And with that I wish all the loyal readers of the Echo (and even those
not so loyal) a grand new year; concluding by saying, with consolation, that now “2020 is hindsight."
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